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T^DWARD HA YES bears a name which is frequently met 
J / with in the study of Elizabethan overseas enterprise, more 
especially in connection with attempts to colonise North 
America, but his life has remained obscure and his career un- 
chronicled. Enough is now known about him for it to be pos 
sible to attempt to place him in his setting and, especially, to 
link him with his native Lancashire. His part in the history of 
Elizabethan colonisation is by no means an insignificant one.

I. THE CAREER OF EDWARD HAYES

Edward Hayes came from a family which had built up a 
moderate holding of land in the manors around the borough 
of Liverpool. His grandfather, Richard Heye, described himself 
as a yeoman. In 1557 he turned over his lands in West Derby, 
Kirkdale and Everton (Yearton) to his eldest surviving son 
Edward. (1) This Edward was born about 1530 and to him and 
his wife Alice, in turn, was born a large family, at least five boys 
and a girl. Richard was the eldest and John the youngest, and 
somewhere in between, with Ralph and Lawrence, came 
Edward, the one with whom we are mainly concerned. My own 
opinion is that he is most likely to have been the second son. 
His father is found selling land in the manors of West Derby and 
Kirkdale largely to the powerful families of Molyneux and 
Moore between 1559 and 1580, (2) but he kept a substantial

111 Lanes.R.O., Molyneux Muniments, DDM 52, no. 18 (see V.C.H., Lanes., 
Vol. Ill, p. 16, n. 1). Edward had already been admitted to land at Sandeland in 
the manor of West Derby held at a yearly rent by his deceased brother RauflFHay 
(Liverpool R.O., Moore Deed no. 941, 2 November 1557).

(2) 22 parcels of land and a messuage in Kirkdale transferred to John Moore 
of Bank House for £50 (Moore Deeds, 745-7, 8 June 1559); transfer of 7 acres, 
held at customary rent, to Robert Bolton of Thingwall (Liverpool R.O., Hatfield 
MSS on deposit, Court Roll, West Derby, 5 December 1569: Edward Hay still
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26 EDWARD HAYES

foothold in West Derby and left his interest in it to his children, 
including our Edward. (3) The elder Edward had moved into 
Liverpool by 1567 and was, apparently, trading from there with 
Ireland and London. 141 In 1570 he became a burgess of 
Liverpool and is, thereafter, usually referred to as Edward 
Heyes, instead of Heye, and calls himself Edward Heyes, of 
Liverpool, gentleman, as did his son after him. (5) He lived most 
of his life in Liverpool, dying only in 1602, and leaving most of 
what he then owned to another wife, Samewell Heyes. (6)

The younger Edward may well have gone to the grammar 
school in Liverpool. At that time an eldest son's inheritance was 
his father's land. A younger son's was largely based on what 
education his father could give him. Young Edward was clearly 
destined for the church or for one of the learned professions. 
In 1565 Edward was admitted to King's College, Cambridge, as 
a scholar commoner' 71 : he would then have been about fifteen. 
His presence there does not seem to have been continuous since 
he appears again, as a fellow commoner in 1571. (8) It is likely 
that he stayed some time further at Cambridge, but he is not 
known to have taken a degree. Ordination or transfer to the 
Inns of Court would have been the normal next step on the 
way to a profession. Instead, he attached himself to a rather 
remarkable household.

Bisham Abbey in Berkshire was the home of the Hoby

appeared as a customary tenant of the manor in 1570 (Ibid., 10 July 1570); 
controversy with John Moore in 1570 on whether certain land in West Derby was 
held as tenant at will or by copy of court roll (Moore Deeds, nos. 943-4); 
feoffment by Edward Heye of Westdarbie gent., Alice his wife and Richard his son 
and heir, to John Molyneux of Croxsteth of 'The Accres Fieldes" in West Derbie, 
part of a messuage called "le Town rowe", for £100 (Molyneux Muniments, 
DDM 52, nos. 25-6, 6 April 1579, 9 July 1580).

131 Feoffment to uses, Edward Heyes (signed "Edwarde Heyis") of Westdarbye, 
gent., to Rauf Standishe and Henrye Longworthe of Westdarbye, gents., of 
capital messuage in Westdarbye for Edward Heyes for life, then to John his 
youngest son and heirs male and successively to his sons Richard, Rauf, 
Lawrence, Edward and their heirs male and to Alice his daughter and her heirs 
male (Molyneux Muniments, DDM 52, no. 22, 14 June 1577).

141 P.R.O., S.P.63/213, 2. Richard Peel to William Winter and Edward Baishe, 
from Liverpool. The passage is "I have wretyjn] a nother letter vnto you by one 
that dylleth here/hes name es edward heyes w/j/che letters I trost es Come to 
your hande." The calender (Cal.S.P.lre., 1601-3, and Addenda, 1564-1654, 
p. 586), gives "dealeth" for the "dylleth" of the letter but that appears less likely 
than "dwelleth".

151 Town Books of Liverpool, ed. J. A. Twemlow, Vol. I, p. 457, as "Edward 
Keys", but he is "Edwardus Heye" in the roll of 1572-7 (Vol. II, pp. 835 and 839).

161 Will 7 November 1598, inventory 21 July 1602 (Lancs.R.O.).
171 F. L. Clarke, "King's College: Non-members of the Foundation, 1544- 

1649", MS in King's College examined for me by Mr. T. H. Beaglehole.
181 Matriculated May 1571. (J. Venn, Alumni Cantabrigenses, pt. i, Vol. II, 

p. 339). Mr. John Saltmarsh informs me that there was no distinction, except in 
the scale of payments, between scholar commoner and fellow commoner and that 
both were normally undergraduates.
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family. (8) Sir Thomas Hoby had done much to embellish it as a 
fine Italianate mansion during the nine short years of his 
marriage, which ended with his death in 1566. His widow, Lady 
Elizabeth Hoby, was an interesting and formidable woman. 
Born Elizabeth Cooke, her two sisters had married Sir Nicholas 
Bacon and Sir William Cecil respectively, those pillars of the 
Elizabethan establishment, and she, like her sisters, had an 
academic knowledge of the classics unusual in a woman of her 
generation and a directness in speech and writing which made 
her widely respected and feared. Between 1566 and 1574 she 
devoted herself to bringing up her children, Edward, born in 
1560, and Thomas Posthumus, born in 1566, just after his 
father's death. It would seem almost certain that Edward Hayes 
was introduced to Bisham as a tutor to one or both of these 
boys, though before he went to Oxford in 1574 Edward Hoby 
was, for a time, at Eton. It is most likely that Edward Hayes was 
responsible mainly for Thomas. There is certainly a didactic 
touch about Edward Hayes's writing which suggests the school 
master; and there is also more than a touch of ostentatious 
piety which may mark the former aspirant of holy orders. He 
may indeed have had something to do with shaping the rigid 
Puritanism of Thomas Hoby's later life, for Thomas grew up 
much less of a connoisseur and wit than his brother. Slightly 
deformed physically, he was bad-tempered, suspicious, hard to 
discipline, and yet able and tenacious in his own curious way. 
He cannot have been easy to control and teach, especially after 
his mother married Lord Russell in 1574. Edward Hayes must, 
at least, have satisfied Lady Russell's high standards, for he 
looked back with pride to his time in her service, saying, 
"the remembrance of Bisham shall ever be honoured of me 
where 1 had my first bread". (10) Moreover, she brought him into 
the potent circle of the Cecils. Long after, he traced his con 
nections with Lord Burghley back to this period and Burghley 
was, we may remember, the greatest dispenser of patronage of 
the time. But something, somehow, turned Edward Hayes's 
interests overseas. The most likely thing, though there is no 
evidence for it, is that he accompanied Edward Hoby to the 
continent in 1576 or 1577. There is a suggestion in Hayes's 
references to European countries in his writings that he had 
been out of England at sometime which lends a touch of

191 For the Hoby family see D.N.B.; Cal. Cecil MSS, I, 137-9, III, 73, IV, 395; 
Cal.S.P.Dom., 1547-80, pp. 301, 407; Cal.S.P.Dom., Addenda 1566-79, p. 5; 
A. L. Rowse "Bisham and the Hobys", in The English Past (1951), pp. 15-45.

(101 Hatfield MS 291, f.94 (Cal.Cecil MSS, X, 461-2, incomplete). The originals 
are cited, by kind permission of the Marquess of Salisbury, where the calendared 
version is inadequate for my purpose.
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28 EDWARD HAYES

substance to the assumption. If he did so, he had the grand tour 
without the expense, though Edward Hoby is unlikely to have 
gone further afield than France and Italy.

Our next piece of concrete information on Edward Hayes is 
that, as Master Haies gentleman of Leerpolle, in the spring of 
1578, he subscribed to the expedition which Sir Humphrey 
Gilbert was planning with the object of planting the first 
English colony in North America. 1111 It is highly probable that 
it was his father's money, gained partly from Liverpool trade, 
which enabled him to participate in such a forward-looking, 
though, in the short run, unsuccessful project.

At this point it may be useful to say what kind of information 
we have about Edward Hayes's later career since I cannot deal 
with it all in detail. In the first place we know that he was tied 
up closely for five years, 1578 to 1583, with Sir Humphrey 
Gilbert. At the end of the period he is a poorer man but he is 
also Captain Edward Hayes who, thenceforward, regards him 
self as an experienced seaman and a leader of men at sea. 
Between 1583 and 1599 we do not know, precisely, how he 
made his living. He probably enjoyed some minor patronage at 
Burghley's hands. In 1585 he was living at Charing Cross. (12) 
He acted as captain and part-owner of a privateer in the English 
Channel in 1589 and 1590, and in the same years may have had 
a home in Essex' 131 ; by 1596 he writes from "my house in 
Hamsell Park, Sussex". (14) In the same letter he indicates that 
he and his father have been, for some time, working closely 
together. We may, therefore, suggest that he was helping to 
look after his father's mercantile interests. His father appears to 
have accompanied Lord Derby to court when he took up his

1111 The voyages and colonising enterprises of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, ed. D.B. 
Quinn, Vol. II (1940), p. 333. The fact that Edward Hoby's commonplace book 
(British Museum, Additional MS 38823) contains an important document 
on the preparation of Gilbert's projected voyage of 1582, might suggest 
that Hayes and Hoby had developed together their interest in overseas 
enterprises.

1121 Edward Hayes to Burghley, 10 May 1585 (B.M., Lansdowne MS 37, 
ff. 166-7.).

1131 Edward Hayes to mayor of Southampton, 18 February 1590 (Letters of the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, ed. R. C. Anderson (Southampton Record 
Series, Vol. XXII (1922)), p. 183; P.R.O., H.C.A. 1/42, depositions of Thomas 
Canfield, 16 June and Thomas Haryson, 26 June 1590; B.M., Lansdowne MS 
133, f. HOv. (as Edward Hayes of Fittington in Essex, gent., 19 July 1589), 
Lansdowne 142, f. 116v. (prize with wine, 1590), 109 (as Edward Hayes of 
Writtington in Essex, gent., 26 June 1590).

1141 Hatfield MS 40, f. 83 (Cal.Cecil MSS, VI, 183, has "Hamsett"). C. Pullein, 
Rotherfield (Tunbridge Wells, 1928), pp. 399-417, deals with Hamsell, but does 
not throw any clear light on how and when Hayes came there (indeed he is not 
mentioned), but he may have leased Hamsell Farm, where there was an iron 
furnace and hammerpond, on the death of William Maynard in 1593. I am 
indebted to Mr. F. W. Steer for his help on this point.
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office as lord high steward in 1589 (15) , and may well have set up 
house for a time with his son in Sussex after Lord Derby's 
death in 1593. But the elder Hayes was back in Liverpool by the 
time he made his will in 1598. By it he left his son Edward 
nothing but his gold signet ring.' 16 ' Edward was apparently in 
and out of Liverpool several times between 1599 and 1601 to 
see his father. He made a series of journeys to and from Ireland 
at that time which provided him with opportunities for doing 
so. On one of these visits the signet ring reached him at his 
father's hands. (17)

1599 to 1603 were busy years for the younger Edward. He was 
acting as commissioner for the musters in Leinster and, on one 
occasion, conveyed a large sum of money to Ireland. (18) With 
his kinsman, Thomas Hayes, he was also deeply involved in 
coinage business at London and Isleworth. He emerged from 
a hectic four years' work after James's accession with a com 
fortable pension of a hundred pounds a year. 1191 He settled 
down in London for the next ten years, having married a 
sister of Sir Oliver, later Lord, Lambert. (20) After that 
we lose sight of him. After 1613 he may have come home to 
Lancashire to spend his declining years.

Edward Hayes was, first and foremost, a projector. The main, 
abiding interest of his life was in thinking up speculative 
schemes of one sort or another and, usually, putting them 
before government officials. Some of these merely urged the 
adoption of a new line of government policy. Should one of 
them be taken up he might get rewards in the shape of office or 
even power. More often he put up plans, under which he and

1151 In his will of 7 November 1598 (Lanes. R.O.) Edward Heies refers to "my 
Cheane which my Lorde and Maister did gyue mee when I waited on him at 
the courte". This was a gold chain of 180 links, weighing 7 ozs. 15 dwt. and worth 
£20 (Inventory of 12 October 1602, attached to will).

(16) "Also I doo gyve and bequeth to Edward Heyes, my signett ringe". It 
was valued at 50s.

1171 It had been handed over by the time the inventory was made, and was 
probably transferred before his father's death.

1181 Cal.Cecil MSS, X, 441-2 (late 1598 or early 1599); IX, 148; Cal.S.P.Ire., 
1599-1600, pp. 205, 240, 458; Cal.S.P.Ire., 1600, p. 261; B.M., Cotton MS 
Galba D. XII, f.42; Cal.Carew MSS, 1601-3, p. 84, Cal.Cecil MSS, XV, 9, 
51-2, 54, 85-6.

1191 P.R.O., Privy Seal Index, Ind. 6744, August 1603; Cal.S.P.Dom. 1603-10, 
p. 619.

(20) In 1601 (Cal.S.P.Ire., 1601-3, p. 224) and again in 1605 (Co/. Cecil MSS, 
XIII, 412) he and Thomas Hayes lodged at "the Lady Scottes house in Clerken- 
well Close", but 7 December 1611 he wrote "from my house by the west of 
Poules near unto the bishop's house towards Ludgate" (Cal.Carew MSS, 1603-23, 
pp. 138-40), and he is also mentioned in October 1612 as stiU'living there (Hist. 
MSS Comm., Hastings MSS, IV, 7-8).

Refers to "my Brother in lawe, Sir Oliver Lamberte", 7 January 1603, Hatfield 
MS 91, f, 36 (Cal.Cecil MSS, XII, 590).
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his associates would get monopoly powers from the government, 
to exploit some new commercial or industrial or administrative 
device. This, if adopted, might put a great deal of money, 
quickly, into his pockets, some of it, at least, at the expense of 
the community. Many of his projects concerned coinage; the 
manufacture of debased silver coins for use in Ireland; (21) 
improved methods of manufacturing the English silver coins. (22) 
the introduction of a copper coinage in England or in Ireland ; (23) 
the revival of the Irish mint;' 241 schemes for discovering con 
cealed lands rightfully belonging to the crown; <25) plans for an 
improved water supply for the city of London. (2G) These are 
probably only a few of many which have sunk into oblivion.

The English copper coinage scheme was his favourite. He 
began petitioning Lord Burghley about it in 1579 and kept on 
for nearly twenty years; he turned to Sir Robert Cecil (later 
Lord Salisbury) and continued with him until 1612. From 1599 
to 1608 he was bothering the earl of Dorset and in 1613, after 
Salisbury's death, his successor as lord treasurer, Lord Howard 
de Walden.' 27 ' He was throughout unsuccessful. Thirty-four 
years of fruitless effort in this direction might well suggest that

<21) For the Irish coinages see Henry Symonds, "The Elizabethan coinages for 
Ireland", in Numismatic Chronicle, 4th ser. Vol. XVII (1917), pp. 108-25, where 
the mistakes on the debasements of 1598 and 1601 in the standard coinage works 
are corrected. The Hayes partners were probably associated with the debasement 
of 1598 (see B.M., Cotton MS, Titus B.X, f. 185; P.R.O., S.P.Ire.. S.P.63/212, 
ff. 244-5); and certainly with that of 1601 (Cal.S.P., Ire., 1600-1, p. 238; 
Cal.S.P.lre., 1601-3, pp. 84, 224; Cal.Cecil MSS, XI, 549).

1221 Their inventions comprised a rolling mill for making metal plates for 
uniform stamping, a screw mill, employing water-power, for stamping coins, and 
a new alloy. The material on these inventions is somewhat obscure and needs 
further study. The essentials can be traced from P.R.O., S.P.12/93, 25; 276, 64; 
281, 108; S.P. 63/212, 99; B.M. Cotton MS Otho E.X., f. 260; P.R.O,, Ind. 6744, 
7 February 1601; Cal.Cecil MSS, XII, 590; Sir John Craig, The Mint, p. 129. 
The experimental pieces mentioned by Sir Charles Oman (Coinage of England, 
p. 297) were almost certainly struck by Edward and Thomas Hayes. The 
moneyers strongly resisted their competition in plating and coining one of the 
Irish issues (Bodl., Ashmole MS 1148, p. 460 per Mr. F. J. Routledge).

1231 In May 1601 copper coins for Ireland were put in hand by the London mint 
for Ireland (Craig, Mint, p. 129; H. A. Grueber, Handbook of the coins of Great 
Britain and Ireland in the British Museum (1899), pp. 232). Edward Hayes later 
implied he had much to do with the issue but precisely what is not clear. His 
"motion" regarding it in 1599 is mentioned in Cal.Cecil MSS, X, 441-2.

1241 Cal.S.P.lre, 1601-3, pp. 543-50; Cal.Carew MSS, 1601-3, p. 420; 
Cal.Carew MSS, 1603-23, pp. 3-5 (not assigned to Hayes), 138-40; Hist. MSS 
Comm., Hastings MSS, IV, 7-8.

<25) B.M., Cotton MS Titus B.X, f. 185.
I2<i) B.M., Harleian MS 4807, f. 12; Select charters of the trading companies, 

ed. C. T. Carr (Selden Society, 1913), p.cxxiv.
(27) An English copper coinage scheme was being discussed with Burghley as 

early as 1576 (B.M., Cotton MS Otho Ex, f. 305), while Hayes claimed to have 
raised it in 1579, thirty years before his project of 1609 (B. M. Harleian MS 4807, 
f. 12, also ff. 52-4, 6-11). He brought it up again in 1612-13 (Cotton MS Otho 
E.X, ff. 316-19 v.)
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he was the victim of an obsession. The titles he gave to successive 
editions of the project, too, have a touch of the fantastic about 
them. At first it was called The Bee Hive; then The complaint 
of the poor; finally A suit called the comfort (spelled "comphort") 
of the poor, the lamed and the blind. (2S}

Yet he was not, invariably, unsuccessful. His proposal that 
debased silver coinage should be made for Ireland was adopted 
in 1601 and so was his proposal that copper coins should be 
minted for Ireland in the same year. This involved a big change 
in monetary policy. It is probable that it saved the state a good 
deal in the short run and its termination after 1603 limited its 
long-term inflationary effects/ 291 His efforts to obtain contracts 
for making the new money won the support of Lord Buckhurst, 
the lord treasurer, although they appear to have been frustrated 
by the opposition of the moneyers. (30) The handsome pensions 
of £100 a year each which he and his partner, Thomas Hayes, (31) 
enjoyed after 1603 were rewards for what was regarded as 
public service.

II. HAYES AND NORTH AMERICA

Edward Hayes was, we may put it, a speculator in futures  
perhaps in this the precursor of something in the make-up of 
the modern Liverpool merchant; North America was one of the 
futures in which he speculated.

Although it was not until 1607 that Englishmen began to 
settle in North America, there were in Queen Elizabeth's reign 
more Englishmen interested in North America and its possi 
bilities as a site for English settlement than is commonly 
supposed: Burghley and Walsingham at the highest level of 
government; Hawkins and Drake, Raleigh and Grenville a 
little further down the scale, to mention only a few of the best 
known names. The Reverend Richard Hakluyt was passionately 
concerned for over thirty years that Englishmen should explore 
and settle that part of the New World which had first been

  (281 See Cal.Cecil MSS, XVII, 412; Harl. MS 4807, f. 12; Cotton MSS Otho 
E. VIII, f. 319v, Otho E. X, f. 316.

1291 See T. Hayes to Sir R. Cecil [1601] (P.R.O., S.P.Ire., S.P. 63/212, ff.244- 
245v); Petition of 1606-7 (B.M., Cotton MS Titus B.X, f. 185) where he claimed 
to have saved the state £200,000.

(30 > Ashmole MS 1448, p. 460, Craig, Mint, p. 129.
1311 Thomas is always referred to by Edward simply as his kinsman and has not 

been further identified. It may be worth suggesting that Sir Thomas Hayes, 
draper, lord mayor of London, (b. c. 1548, d. 1617) had a second son, Thomas, 
who could have been he, though Lancashire links for Sir Thomas have not been 
found (G. E. C.[okayne], "Lord Mayors and Sheriffs, temp. James I", in London 
and Middlesex Notebook (1892), 258-62.).
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discovered by an English expedition in 1497. Edward Hayes was 
another enthusiast. His name is less well known but he is by no 
means unimportant in the prehistory of English settlement in 
America. Before we consider his contributions it is necessary to 
glance, in an outline manner, at English activity in regard to 
North America between 1558 and 1607.

What happened, roughly, was that one part of the North 
American coastline after another provided a temporary focus 
of interest. Between 1562 and 1572 it was "Florida", that is 
south-eastern North America up to about the boundaries of 
modern North Carolina. But this faded out when the Spaniards 
were seen to have dug themselves firmly in at St Augustine 
which they had settled in 1565. Before 1572 older projects for 
exploring the north-east coast of North America in order to 
find a passage to Asia were revived by Humphrey Gilbert and 
others, and the Frobisher voyages of 1576 to 1578 saw un 
successful attempts to find the north-west passge. Sir 
Humphrey Gilbert, next, from 1579 to 1583, aroused great 
interest in the region between 40° and 50° N., roughly from the 
southern shores of New England to the Strait of Belle Isle. 
Though his voyage of 1583 was directed to modern New 
England, he became vitally interested in Newfoundland and 
hoped to return to settle colonies there. On his death at sea his 
half brother, Walter Raleigh, switched attention much further 
south, to modern North Carolina and Virginia, between 1584 
and 1590. But colonies there, which could be used as bases 
against Spain, proved unsuccessful. The Davis voyages in 
search of a north-west passage between 1585 and 1587 did 
make progress, but disillusioned their backers in the end. From 
1585 we find Newfoundland again being discussed as a possible 
site for a colony, then, after 1590, the St Lawrence and, finally, 
New England. Probing voyages between 1597 and 1605 led the 
Virginia Company of 1606 into an unsuccessful attempt to 
settle Maine in 1607. Meantime Raleigh, before his fall in 1603, 
had reopened the possiblity of colonies further south. Thus it 
was to Jamestown in Virginia that the Virginia Company sent 
one of its colonies in 1607. And it was the one which survived.

This bare outline is necessary before we can assess the 
contribution Edward Hayes made to English knowledge of 
America. As a voyager he played a useful and even an im 
portant part in Gilbert's last expedition in 1583; that was all, 
although he may have been on the abortive expedition of 1578 
as well. He put some money into both the 1578 and 1583 
voyages and lost it, and may not have invested further, 
financially, in American projects. What he did do was to remain
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in close contact with successive twists and turns of English 
policy on America for nearly thirty years. He wrote up one 
sector of North America after another as proper fields for 
English enterprise, to keep his views before his patrons' eyes 
and, to some extent, to give them publicity. His account of 
Gilbert's expedition of 1583 is his one claim to fame, as dis 
tinct from notice. His bulky papers on Newfoundland in the 
mid-eighties and on New England and the St Lawrence in the 
early nineties are almost unknown. His shorter boost for New 
England in 1602 is less obscure, but is known only to specialists 
in early American history. His plans for financing the Virginia 
Company in 1606 form a footnote only to the history of that 
enterprise.

Before looking at his writings in detail there are two general 
questions we may ask. The first is why did he never associate 
himself with plans for settling any part of the North American 
coast south of New England ? The second is who inspired and 
patronised him? The answer to both goes back basically to the 
same circumstance. He was reflecting, primarily, the attitudes 
and approach of Lord Burghley, who was his principal patron. 
Raleigh's ventures, centred round Roanoke Island in modern 
North Carolina during the years 1584 to 1590, represent 
primarily the policy of Sir Francis Walsingham, Queen 
Elizabeth's pugnacious secretary of state, who was anxious to 
take the offensive against Spain and to obtain English bases on 
the North American coast suitable for attacking ships coming 
from the Spanish Indies. Lord Burghley, on the other hand, was 
anxious to keep out of the way of Spain, at least until 1587, and 
was interested in the English summer fishery in Newfoundland, 
in ships' stores (tar, hemp, timber), in the fur trade, and in the 
possibilities of settlement in temperate lands where agricultural 
production would be on much the same lines as at home. Hayes 
was concerned to meet Burghley's views and to provide him 
with ammunition. He was also, quite sincerely, a protagonist of 
the "northern" as against the "southern" party on the prospects 
of American settlement. It was only after Walsingham's death 
and when Burghley was very old and feeble that Hayes made 
overtures, unsuccessful ones, to follow up Raleigh's Guiana 
voyage of 1595 to the tropical reaches of the Orinoco. (32) 
Hakluyt stood away from parties. He encouraged everyone who 
was interested in any part of North America for whatever 
reasons. For over twenty years he helped Hayes to keep alive

1321 "being now an olde professed Sea man and zealous towards the voyage 
of Guyana. Whearyn ... I am veary willyng to follow Sir Walter Raulegh with 
the best meanes I can procure" (Hatfield MS 40, f. 83 (Cal.Cecil MSS, VI, 183)).
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his interest in North America. (33) It was he who published 
Hayes's account of Gilbert's voyage of 1583 in his Principal! 
navigations in 1589 and republished it in 1600, and it may well 
have been he who saw to the appearance of Hayes's New 
England treatise in 1602. Hayes's plea for public financing of 
the Virginia Company in 1606 may well reflect Hakluyt's 
views.

No one, reading Hayes's account of Sir Humphrey Gilbert's 
last voyage, (34) can fail to be struck by its sincerity and by its 
force as, at once, a narrative and an advertisement of America. 
It starts with a general case for the occupation of North America 
by the English and with the missionary objectives which was 
customary if not wholly formal. Hayes maintained that the 
natives could be converted only when Englishmen possessed 
the land, while the failures of the French to establish themselves 
argued "that the countries lying to the north of Florida, God 
hath reserved ... to be reduced to civility by the English 
nation". Sir Humphrey Gilbert was to be praised as the first to 
bring English people across the ocean to settle, and even if he 
failed much could be learnt from what he did, and did not do. 
Norumbega (New England), on which Gilbert had first fixed, 
was, Hayes thought at this time, too far south; Newfoundland 
was the place to start.

Generalities out of the way, Hayes got down to narrative. He 
tells how five ships set out for Newfoundland in June 1583 and 
how they, all but one, reached the harbour of St John's at the 
beginning of August. His story tells of the annexation of the 
island to the English crown in the presence of a motley crowd 
of Portuguese, French and English fishermen. The explorers 
then went ashore to look at the land and brought back ore 
samples which were thought to contain silver. Hayes put down 
all he could learn about the natural history and the resources of 
the island the knowledge was to be his stock-in-trade for not 
only one but all his papers on America. When it came to go 
further Gilbert had only three vessels but on they went, making 
for Sable Island and then the coast southwards from Cape 
Breton which would lead them down round Cape Cod. Hayes 
commanded the Golden Hind, his own small forty-ton vessel.

03) ^s ear]y as J582 Hakluyt included Hayes, by anticipation, with Gilbert 
among "certaine late travaylers" (Divers voyages touching the discouerie of 
America (1582)).

1341 R. Hakluyt, Principall navigations (1589), pp. 679-97'; Principal navigations, 
III (1600), 143-61 (see The voyages and colonising enterprises of Sir Humphrey 
Gilbert, ed. D. B. Quinn, Vol. II (Hakluyt Society, 1940), 385-423). It is probable 
that he wrote the first version about October 1583 when he, as "a right honest 
and discrete Gentleman", gave his first oral account to Sir George Peckham 
(Quinn, II, 444-6). Cf. Plate 4.
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His sailing-master was one William Cox of Limehouse, a rough, 
undisciplined but daring and able seaman. It is to Hayes's credit 
that he managed the master and the ship so well. But mis 
fortune lay ahead. On Sable Island, as they thought, the 
flagship struck and broke up, losing at a blow most of the 
resources and men of the expedition. Gilbert, luckily, was in the 
tiny Squirrel, a frigate of only eight tons. In spite of the loss, he 
wanted to go on but was overborne and the two small vessels 
turned for home. Gilbert came on board the Golden Hind 
several times to talk with Hayes of how next year's squadrons 
were to go, one to New England under Hayes, one to Newfound 
land under himself, saying "that this voyage had won his heart 
from the south and he was now become a northern man 
altogether". Gilbert insisted on returning to his "lucky" frigate. 
The sea got up, and Gilbert, sitting abaft with a book in his 
hand, cried out unto us, as Hayes said, in the Hind. . . "we are 
as near to heaven by sea as by land' ". Shortly after the Squirrel 
disappeared. Professor Sir Walter Raleigh comments: "The last 
vivid scene has been stamped forever on the memory of his 
countrymen by the narrative of Edward Hayes". (35) The Golden 
Hind got safely home. The account which her captain wrote is 
excellently done, swift, illuminating and moving.

The Newfoundland papers which Hayes put together in 
1585-86 136 ' are rather different. They are pure promotion 
documents. Addressed to Lord Burghley, they contain his 
description of the island and his plan for exploiting it. The 
description is wholly devoted to economic resources and to 
climate the latter somewhat affected by his old-fashioned view 
that the sun went round the earth. (Copernican ideas had been 
current in England for nearly thirty years.) Fish herring, 
bonito, turbot and lobster as well as cod could be profitably 
exploited. The European fishing fleets at Newfoundland had a 
turnover of some £200,000 a year (an exaggeration) and a tax 
of 10% would produce a useful annual revenue of £20,000. 
Naval stores such as resin, pitch, tar, deal boards, and masts 
could be exported; "Metals of sorts and happily some rich" 
might be worked.

To get the scheme going Burghley must find some great man 
who could inspire the merchants and fishermen to work 
together in a monopoly company. This would pay if the fish 
brought home could be distributed effectively. To secure good

(35) The English voyages of the sixteenth century (1910), p. 58.
(36) Hayes to Burghley, 10 May 1585 (B.M., Lansdowne MS 37, ff. 166-7, 

damaged); "Discourse of the Newfounde lande", 10 January 1586 (Lansdowne 
MS 100, ff. 83-94, damaged).
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distribution he proposed to bring in not only southern ports 
like Plymouth, Bristol and London but also northern ports  
Newcastle and Chester (of which Liverpool was still a de 
pendency). Shippers would have to pay the company for the 
privilege of sending vessels to the fisheries: they would also 
carry out emigrants free. Investors who could not afford a £25 
share in the company were invited to club together, their 
portion falling to their partners, until the survivor took all. 
This tontine or survivor-take-all type of investment is the 
earliest of its kind of which I know. It suggests that perhaps the 
insurance we know as a "tontine" (after a later Frenchman) 
should really be known as a "hayes". His own contribution to 
Newfoundland was to be a collection of two hundred convicts. 
They would be needed for service in galleys and on public 
works. The venture was not to be a humanitarian one.

The whole thing was well worked out, but was on much too 
large a scale. The English fishermen were far too individualistic 
to tolerate an all-embracing monoply. Moreover, there was 
little reason why the French, Portuguese and Spaniards should 
pay toll to the English in Newfoundland when they had the 
whole of the rest of North America to provide them with bases. 
Burghley is likely to have thought well of the scheme in theory 
but to have seen it was not practical: he did nothing to put it 
into effect.

The document which Hayes wrote about 1592 or somewhat 
later probably, once more, for Burghley is something else 
again. (37) Reports had been reaching him of French and 
Spanish-Basque voyages to New England, the Maritimes and 
the St Lawrence, and Burghley was becoming interested in the 
prospects of new English ventures in those regions. By this time 
Hayes was prepared to admit that Newfoundland was not after 
all a very good speculation. It was cold in winter: it was not 
possible to get the fishermen to combine for a big venture such 
as he had thought of in 1585. Then too he knew a little more 
than he had done about the cost of establishing settlements and 
keeping them supplied during their tender years. The colony 
left in Raleigh's Virginia in 1587 was found, by 1590, to have 
faded away for lack of such supplies. What was needed was, 
first of all, a site for a settlement in a temperate climate. He had

1371 "A discourse conserning a voyage intended for the planting of chrystyan 
religion and people in the Northwest regions of America: in places most apt for 
the Constitution of our boddies" (Cambridge University Library, MS Dd. 3. 85, 
no. 4). The date 1592 is a guess, but interest in the area was reviving by then. 
A later tract (P.R.O., C.O.1/1,9) may have been influenced by Hayes. The 
additional material on French voyages to Canada and the Maritimes was 
supplied by Richard Hakluyt. Cf. Plate 5.
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all the northern Englishman's contempt for enervating southern 
heat: 40° N. or thereabouts was as far south as it was advisable 
to go, "seeing", as he said, "that the heat cf summer in Italy 
and in all places else of Europe under forty degrees ... is unto 
our bodies offensive, which cannot prosper in dry and scalding 
heats more natural to the Spaniard than us". He wished to 
start in a small way, somewhere between 40° and 44° N. A small 
colony would be enough to begin with, and to supply it he 
proposed to attract the English Newfoundland fishermen, or 
some of them, away from the Banks to the fine fishing off the 
New England coast. There the settlement would provide them 
with a base. They, in turn, at low cost, might bring out settlers 
and supplies for them each year. He hoped the settlers would 
soon be able to make a living by agriculture alone. If they did 
more and exploited, for example, the fur trade, or attracted 
other fishing vessels to an entrepot trade there, so much the 
better. This was much more realistic, in regard to settlement at 
least, than the earlier Newfoundland plans.

An additional feature of the plan was its stress on the St. 
Lawrence. This offered a thousand-mile passage into the 
interior in a south-westerly direction. At the limit of French 
penetration it was in at 45° which made it suitable for settlement. 
Why should the French alone have the chance of pushing west 
by its waterways which might lead to a watershed from which 
the Pacific might be reached? Or might there not be other 
rivers which would be as good as the St. Lawrence, or better, 
for this purpose? If so, it would be as well to make plans for 
trading posts at the portages so that a short-run trade could be 
established with the Pacific. This was highly speculative, but it 
suggests that the problem of selling a North American settle 
ment project to an English buyer was still a difficult one: it 
clearly had to be wrapped up in some vaguely attractive sales 
talk.

The next word from Edward Hayes on the Americas came 
when there was appended to an account of a new voyage to 
North America in 1602 "A treatise of Master Edward Hayes 
containing important inducements for the planting in these 
parts, and finding a passage that way to the South Sea and 
China". (3S) The 1602 expedition had been led by Bartholomew 
Gosnold who is almost certain to have known Hayes and who

1381 John Brereton, A briefe and true relation of the discoucrie of the North part 
of Virginia . . . Whereunto is annexed a treatise, of M. Edward Hayes, contesting 
important inducements for the planting in those parts, and .finding a passage that 
way to the South sea, and China (London, George Bishop, 1602), pp. 15-24. The 
second edition, in the same year, added a further twenty-four pages of American 
material from other sources. Cf. Plate 6.
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was the link which tied Richard Hakluyt with the enterprise. 
Sailing to New England, Gosnold did a valuable piece of 
exploration though, at the last moment, he evacuated the small 
trading post which had been built on Cuttyhunk Island and so 
deprived himself of the honour of being the father of New 
England colonisation. The tract which Hayes added to the 
Reverend John Brereton's published account of the voyage was 
an abbreviated version of his earlier one, prepared perhaps on 
his return from Ireland, late in 1601, at Hakluyt's request. It 
was briefer and more workmanlike, but, with a few important 
changes, essentially the same. However, the stress on the 
St. Lawrence has gone that was left to the French: the 
emphasis on the need for the colonists to be self-supporting as 
soon as possible is greater. It is true that there are still vague 
speculations about a watershed and an isthmus on the way to 
the Pacific, but the main emphasis is on settlement in New 
England. Hayes, in 1602, is in one sense back where Gilbert had 
been twenty years before, yet in another he is pointing the way 
to a new line of fruitful and eventually successful experiments. 

The last attempt which Edward Hayes (joined this time by his 
partner Thomas) made to prescribe for North America came 
just before the grant of the first Virginia Company charter in 
April 1606. At the end of 1605 and the beginning of 1606 it was 
at last decided to proceed from experiment to effective settle 
ment in America. Efforts were being made to get old and new 
American enthusiasts, "northerners" and "southerners", and 
interests in London, Bristol and Plymouth to come together to 
put settlers both in North Virginia (New England) and in South 
Virginia (on Chesapeake Bay). Thomas and Edward Hayes 
must have been in close touch with Sir Thomas Smyth, the 
leader of the "southerners", at the house of whose sister, Lady 
Scott, they had been living; they were both known to Sir John 
Popham, the lord chief justice, the head of the "northern" 
group, while Richard Hakluyt, acting as a link between both 
sections, had long been Edward Hayes's friend and mentor. In 
these circumstances it would have been strange had such 
inveterate projectors remained silent. As usual they began their 
campaign with a letter to Cecil, now earl of Salisbury' 39 ', 
apologising for mentioning to him a matter "so remote from 
your great Affayres as America is from England". Yet, remote 
as it was, America offered a field for missionary activity, 
"planting of Christianitie amongst heathens" was a great task

1391 Thomas and Edward Hayes to Salisbury, 1606 (Hatfield MS 119, f. 6: 
Cal.Cecil MSS, XVII, 412); printed A. Brown, The first republic in America 
(1898), pp. 3-5,1.
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upon which "som of us have many yeares past ventred both life 
and substance without Fruite". This was to put an idealistic 
gloss on Hayes's previous projects, but it was perhaps not 
wholly hypocritical. The point which the partners now wished 
to make was that "so great a business . . . can never be duly 
effected by private meanes". "We have", they say, "devised 
another way without offence to publike or private, wherby the 
Cause may be compleatly set forward, supported and Seconded, 
untill it be grown to such perfection as yt may stand of itself and 
give large Recompense to all Coassistauntes". Their plan 
required "the Consent of Parliament". They had drawn up a 
motion and, in addition, "a brief! discourse of inducementes 
allso, for satisfaction of sondry objections which have ben 
made heretofore", and these they intended "to deliver amongst 
diverse of our Frendes memberes of the same". 140 ' First of all, 
they desired Salisbury's blessing. It is unlikely that they obtained 
it, since relations between government and parliament on 
financial matters were uneasy and it is most improbable that 
King James would have wished parliament to take any hand in 
the Virginia enterprise. Hakluyt had favoured public financing 
of colonial enterprise ever since 1584, but the Hayes project is 
the first to bring parliament into the picture. That the scheme 
was not pressed or adopted does not detract from its interest. 
The Virginia Company, when it emerged from the discussions 
of 1605-6, was a public joint-stock company in which a wide 
range of individual and corporate interests were represented 
and which was supervised by a royally-appointed council. It was 
something much nearer a national venture than the small 
Elizabethan enterprises which depended on the fortunes of a 
handful of gentlemen.

If we look back over his career it is evident that Edward Hayes 
occupies a position of some significance in the early colonising 
movement. He was actively concerned with North America 
over the whole of the first phase of that movement from the 
grant of a colonising patent to Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 1578 
down to the issue of the Virginia Company charter in 1607. It 
was a period of reconnaissance, small-scale experiment and 
discussion rather than of substantial achievement, but it was an

(40) Dated 5 January 1607-[8], a document which Brown (who printed it in 
The genesis of the United States, Vol. I (1890), pp. 36-42) called "Reasons for 
raising a fund" is B.M., Lansdowne MS 160, ff. 356-7, and which he thought later 
(First republic, p. 5) must be the Hayes plan. Unfortunately the paper is endorsed 
and dated by "T. Gerolyn", and is in his hand, while there is internal evidence 
that it belongs to early in 1608. At the same time it may be based, for the benefit 
of Sir Julius Caesar to whom it was sent, on the Hayes documents since its 
method and arguments are similar to others of theirs, and it has the appeal to 
parliament promised in 1606.
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essential prelude to effective English colonisation outside 
Europe. Hayes took a longer continuous part in the debate than 
anyone else except Richard Hakluyt, and, apart from Sir Walter 
Raleigh, he was the only one of the participants in Gilbert's 
first venture in 1578 to remain actively concerned with America 
down to 1607. The small band of "Americans", as we may label 
those interested in settlement across the Atlantic, had grown 
during this period into a considerable movement. Hayes, 
through his propaganda and his continued belief in colonisation, 
had some influence on that growth. We cannot tell how great 
his influence was, but it may not have been small. His American 
writings combined good sense and farsightedness with much 
that was repetitive, rhetorical and impracticable. Their im 
portance lies in their emphasis on the suitability for settlement 
by Englishmen of the more northerly parts of America  
Newfoundland, the St. Lawrence, the Maritimes, New England. 
In a climate not too unlike that of England, English agriculture, 
commerce and industry could be re-established without 
fundamental alteration. He was thus a pioneer in the advocacy 
of a new England (though he did not use the term) overseas. 
This was to be one of the most fruitful ideas behind the English 
settlement of North America, and was to lead to the creation of 
powerful colonies not many years after Edward Hayes retired 
from the scene. Even by that time, in 1613, he had the satis 
faction of seeing a mainland colony in being under the Virginia 
Company (although it was the southern colony at Jamestown 
which survived and the northern one at Sagadahoc which died) 
and an island colony in Newfoundland, his earliest colonial 
objective. The age of intellectual speculation and experiment 
had indeed given place to one of achievement, and something 
in that transition was due to the tireless, projecting head of 
Edward Hayes of Liverpool, gentleman.

III. HAYES AS OTHERS SAW HIM

Edward Hayes has left us little information on his personality, 
but we can learn something from his impact on his contem 
poraries. The Cecils, father and son, rarely took up Hayes's 
projects, yet they usually read them and treated them seriously. 
Other men, in high position, were ready to give him excellent 
testimonials. Sir John Popham, the lord chief justice, wrote 
about an Irish scheme of his in 1600 "if it might be effected it 
may, in my opinion, fall out to [be] a service of moment". (41) 
The Irish solicitor-general, Sir Robert Jacob, so late as 1612,

1411 Hatfield MS 80, f. 33 (Cal.Cecil MSS, X, 185). 
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could say (42) that he was "a good understanding gentleman who 
can invent as many good projects and overtures for his majesty's 
true profit as any man in England". Yet his techniques were 
somewhat crude. We have noticed already his fancy titles: 
rhetorical overwriting was another fault, though it was one 
common to his age. To approach Sir Robert Cecil, (43) least 
emotional of statesmen, with the cry "The scope of our desires 
is that your honour may be induced to be A FOUNDER and 
A PATRON, A FOUNDER OF A LOST ANE> FORLORN 
KINGDOM [Ireland]" was, undoubtedly, a mistake. To go 
on to say in the same document that if Cecil agreed to plant the 
required number of ex-soldiers in Ireland he would have a good 
field for preferring his friends, "for the kingdom of Ireland shall 
there afford places of high preferment to the better sort" was 
perhaps too direct an invitation to jobbery. The lack of tact 
is shown again in a further incidental comment in the same 
document where he says, "Our state evermore hath occasions 
ministered to intermeddle with [and] check and curb the 
mightiest kings of Europe, amongst whom I have heard it said 
by the greatest statesman of this land that we have no friends". 
Many a minister in charge of foreign affairs may have felt so 
but few would relish hearing it said to them. Still again, Hayes 
was inclined to parade his patriotism and his high sense of 
purpose in putting forward a project and then let it bump to 
earth with an appeal to the self interest of the recipient. Thus, 
on an Irish coinage scheme, he said to Sir Robert Cecil, (44) "for 
your honour's private [ear], it shall deserve much grace at her 
highness's hands and moreover fill your coffers with treasure". 
Nor could he avoid calling Sir Robert's attention, in another 
appeal, to his little sweetener (not a bribe). (45) "Vouchsafe the 
acceptance of my simple present, knowing that a loving cur 
may sometimes do his master service, if but [by] barking he 
'fraye' away the wolf".

He was finally, too, something of a bore, it is as well to admit, 
but one who could not be ignored. One evening, in April 1602, 
the earl of Nottingham sat working late at Greenwich. As lord 
high admiral he had been sent down by the lord treasurer a 
scheme drawn up by Edward Hayes for an English militia. He 
was yawning when an urgent messenger arrived. Dutch ships, 
which were cooperating with the English, had, a note told him, 
arrived at Dover, but their instructions had gone astray and

(42) Hist. MSS Comm., Hastings MSS, IV, 7-8. 
<"> Hatfield MS 91, f. 36 (Cal.Cecil MSS, XII, 590). 
1441 Hatfield MS 40, f. 83 (Cal.Cecil MSS, VI, 183). 
1451 Hatfield MS 251, f. 94 (Cal.Cecil MSS, X, 461-2).
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must be redone and sent back at once. But Nottingham did not 
write them. Instead, he scribbled a note to Cecil asking him to 
have them copied: "the letter", he added, and one can sense the 
weariness with which he wrote, "came to me as I was reading 
Master Hayes's project and mine eyes so weary as I could not 
endure to write all with mine own hand". So on the note went 
to London, marked "Post haste, for life, life", while Nottingham 
nodded in his chair with Hayes's latest project in his hand. (46> 

We can leave Hayes here. He had an eye for futures. Most of 
the schemes he advocated were taken up sooner or later, even 
if not in the form in which he suggested them. Though a 
gentleman through his father's efforts he never passed up an 
opportunity to trade his wits for money. The projector, 
parliament was to say many times, to Tudor and Stuart 
sovereigns alike, is a parasite on the healthy State and this 
was probably correct. Yet Hayes's approaches to statesman 
after statesman, his willingness to take risks (though preferably 
with public money to cushion his losses), his nose for the new, 
made him of some significance. North America, in his day, was 
a risky speculation, yet he saw it as a possible one and in this he 
was right. In treating it as a business proposition he did some 
thing to make it so.

1461 Hatfield MS 92, ff. 162-3 (Cal.Cecil MSS, XII, 125).




